
 

juststeve

In China, you cannot change the party, but you can change the policies. In Western democracies, you can

change the party, but you cannot change the policies. (Pinched from a comment section on different site.)

Today's report explains why this is most likely so. You can take their 'medicine' off of the Left Side of tray,

or off the Right Side of the tray, but it is all the same medicine coming out and from the same source. (On

a personal level the Gut isn't so sure about the China changing much on policies though.

Seems like things change there only if there are no choices left.) Here the Power Brokers, Legacy Media

are crowing this one or that one rose the most money today. No real effort to engage in policies to heal, or

improve anything to Earn your vote. Lot's of money to buy your vote so you can get the same policy bought

and brought to the Political Lick Spittle Lap Dogs from 'different sides' promoting the same thing but

sounding and looking different while delivering the same results.
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juststeve

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-ivermectin-covid-treatment-law..  RFKJR Corporate Capture

the biggest threat to American Democracy; www.youtube.com/watch
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Guillermou

Yes, Just, neither red nor blue, the Big Capital lobbies run the world. Everything as a consequence of

the “fake news” campaign is about establishing a news network commanded by the state, as Dr.

Mercola has expressed “the truth of the state” a deep state full of interests for a devastating

technocracy . Despotic leaders can only stay in power by hiding the truth of what they are doing from

the people they rule. There can be no meaningful democracy if there is only one centrally managed

and tyrannically controlled source of information. Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt alleged that

the FBI colluded with Big Tech giants to suppress the Hunter Biden laptop story and “put their thumb

on the scale” of the US election.

“This is a story of the federal government, with all its vast power and authority, colluding with some of

the largest companies in the history of the world to censor Americans, to put its thumb on the scale...

of what is out there, what people can actually read and know before an election,” Schmitt said.

www.theepochtimes.com/fbi-colluded-with-big-tech-to-censor-americans-a..  (12/2022). As long as

we have the lobbies there will be corruption. Large technology and media companies contribute to and

manage the advancement of society, with enormous amounts of money to invest and managing

billions of data. Not only do they cause tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of

the time sabotage the market and competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to

the material progress of society.
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Guillermou

Lobbies try to in�uence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their work

consists not so much in directly pressuring, but in generating a state of opinion in society that causes

political authorities to be inclined to what they want. they look for. In short, the function of these

lobbies, their business, is to remove those at the bottom to give the money to those at the top. It is

clear that the way corporations in�uence our US government is having a terrible effect on the health

of humanity.

Edward Dowd talked about serious injuries and more in a recent interview. Dowd recently wrote a book

called "'Cause Unknown:' The Epidemic of Sudden Deaths in 2021 and 2022," with a foreword by

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and an afterword by Gavin De Becker. This book lays out what Dowd said to

Adams during his �nal speech, which he can see below. “We are in the middle of a fraud and a cover-

up, so we continue to do the work,” Dowd explained of his efforts to spread the word about the mass

genocide taking place under the guise of mass “vaccination.” www.brighteon.com/5d8c7046-3c45-

4026-846b-c8565c8bbc0d  .------ BILLIONAIRES, BIG TECH AND BIG PHARMA WERE PANDEMIC’S BIG

WINNERS, NEW REPORT CONFIRMS As the wealth of U.S.

Billionaires soared by over $2.6 trillion during the pandemic, major pharmaceutical companies like

P�zer and Moderna and tech giants such as Meta, Alphabet, and Amazon also saw their market

capitalizations skyrocket. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/billionaires-tech-pharma-pandemic-..

 (3/13/2024)
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juststeve

Yes Gui, it is why it has mattered very little throughout the ages whatever 'ism' was in play on the

surface. Globalist Puppet Masters are pulling the strings off stage, out of sight. Then in those

occasions when SHTF the puppets are the ones to be served all the heat, and the Puppet Masters sit

quietly until the next round to advance their desires.
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juststeve

And - it isn't just here in the states... They are just Two Cheeks on the Same Ass... Galloway.
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Country_Me

Thanks JustSteve and Guillermou for all of your helpful information you are informing us all with!
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juststeve

To the question how are we to know what is or may not be just more psyops? A good place to start is

what they say is less important as to what they actually Do. A case in point. Here is another example

of the forces engaged in another way but similar to the Amish Amos Miller Case. The narrator sounds

like he may not have yet made the connection of Corporate Takeover - Fascist Takeover of Gov't's,

along with Central Banks, Hedge Funds, WEF and other shadowy organizations. What is of most

importance is watch how chapter and verse rules and regulations supposedly making large industrial

Factory Operations product safer, to protect the public are being piggybacked - High Jacked, to

actually destroy the real, honest competition of the Small Farmer, Market Farmer.

When those who grow small, locally, especially Biodynamic Regenerative actually repair, regenerate,

clean, help prevent the problem the enormous CAFO operations produce. Industrial Farm Operations

can not compete with Quality Human Scaled efforts and resort to legal maneuvering, large Quantities

of product Subsidized, to shut them down.

In the clip is shown how many farms have been shut down. What may also be occurring is the Big

Money Out�ts have cannibalized the small ones so for shareholders the claim is more market share,

when the actual number of dinner plates hasn't changed at all. Oregon urgently shuts down small

farms in masse "to Protect the People" www.youtube.com/watch  Pay attention to what they do, what

they do not say, look for lack of context.
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juststeve

More, this time Maine Shuts Down Over 50 Farms for invisible hazard, then buys land at "Fair Price."

https/.../watch  The little guy, the small farm has to bow down, the biggest offenders get a free pass.

Small Farmers were encouraged to spread Biosolids on their lands, now they are a hazard. Who would

have thought? Here in New York it was reported by a family farm they were shut down, literally Lost

the Farm because of biosolids. RFKJR on American Farming; www.youtube.com/watch Some see and

hear what RFKJR is actually saying, witness what he has actually done and then compare to what the

Legacy Media and the Powers that Be say. To only hear Legacy Media, to the thought police, one is led

to believe String Theory is true because it calls for alternate universes.
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Guillermou

Also Robert F. Kennedy Jr. (RFK Jr.) accused the mainstream media (MSM) of acting as "propaganda

organs" for government agencies. He made this accusation during an appearance on the "Lex Fridman

Podcast," adding that the MSM played a major role in an "organized conspiracy" by censoring anyone

who questioned the narrative. "In fact, I think the entire �eld of journalism has been embarrassed in

recent years," he told Fridman. "If you look at what happened during the pandemic, it was the opposite

of that type of journalism." "The major press organs of this country...

were broadcasting propaganda. They became propaganda organs for government agencies. In effect,

they were censoring the speech of anyone who disagreed, of those who have no power." According to

the presidential candidate, the role of the media is to speak truth to power and safeguard the freedom

of expression guaranteed by the First Amendment. When the media colludes with powerful entities to

manipulate public opinion, they become an instrument of authoritarian government.

This, RFK Jr. added, undermines the essence of journalism in a democracy.

www.zerohedge.com/political/rfk-jr-blasts-medias-organized-conspiracy-..  (2023).------ THE REAL

RFK, JR therealrfkjrmovie.com/trailer1/?sub4=a7cd9e5e20524927809f92908c52f718&..  .---------------

--------------------------------- WILL WE SEE ANOTHER KENNEDY IN THE WHITE HOUSE?- INTERVIEW WITH

ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR. Interview with Dr. Mercola www.bitchute.com/.../nZw8jd3cJQOD  .----
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Guillermou

Presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy Jr. hosted an insightful food and agriculture roundtable with

regenerative farmers who are working hard to develop an alternative agricultural model for the United

States. According to Kennedy, passing laws protecting factory farms, manipulating subsidy programs,

and forming crucial partnerships with factory farmers helped greedy companies like Smith�eld

dominate the pork and chicken industries. In turn, these companies gradually turned the remaining

family farmers into “indentured servants on their own lands,” Kennedy added.

Wayne Swanson, owner of Swanson Family Farm and small farm consultant, explained why it is

crucial to grow localized agricultural economies and make small farms economically viable. He said

for the project to work, the public must be educated about how to value agriculture that is not always

high-yield or aesthetically beautiful. Instead, Swanson said the focus should be on valuing

relationships and environmental and community health. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-

food-farming-policy-roundta..  (2023)
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juststeve

Excellent input Gui. What are we to make of the 1% with all the resources at their �ngertips cannot

abide the general population to observe, discuss, share as best we can among one another as best we

can with what we have lived, known? Are they that fragile they cannot stand a strayed different

opinion? Their massive all One Pipeline of Everything and Anything they can convert into a commodity

can't stand on its own unless it completely destroys any trace of any other means for a population to

deliver the goods? In a sense, their Social Chemotherapy is destroying far beyond whatever keeps

them up nights thinking it is cancer. Just sayn'
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aus8019

Hey Dr. Mercola, Your personal changes over the years have been inspiring. You have made a Huge

contribution to me and my family. Stating that we are 8 billion strong wanting peace is amazing...and

true!!! Your words of JOY in our life is sooooooo Powerful!!!!! I am with you. You Are Amazing! I love you. :

)
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bevfhl2

More than one insightful mind from decades or centuries ago called today's happenings. "After having

thus successively taken each member of the community in its powerful grasp and fashioned him at will,

the supreme power then extends its arm over the whole community. It covers the surface of society with a

network of small complicated rules, minute and uniform, through which the most original minds and the

most energetic characters cannot penetrate, to rise above the crowd. The will of man is not shattered, but

softened, bent, and guided; men are seldom forced by it to act, but they are constantly restrained from

acting. Such a power does not destroy, but it prevents existence; it does not tyrannize, but it compresses,

enervates, extinguishes, and stupe�es a people, till each nation is reduced to nothing better than a �ock of

timid and industrious animals, of which the government is the shepherd." —French historian Alexis de

Tocqueville (1805-1859)
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jasperberrington

If individual #1bans everything google or android, that is no protection unless every other single person

that individual #1 comes into contact by phone or digitally with does the same. One would have to become

an anti-social, non-functioning hermit to get protection by boycotting google. The genie has been let out

of the bottle. There have been many times that a customer service person for one essential service or

another that now conducts business only online has told me a particular computer problem I am having is

because I am not using google chrome and to try that. When I tell them I do not use chrome for security

reasons, they respect that but sound ba�ed.

Are corporations really going to stop using chrome because customers and �rst level customer service

people cannot �x a computer communication problem because chrome was not being used. Think of

every phone call made, every keystroke made, daily. Everyone on the other side would have to boycott

google at the same time to not infect each other. The same for vpn's. If individual #1 uses one but the

person on the other side of any communication does not, what is the use, person #1 is not protected.
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lilmissy

Problem is, people feel being a hermit or anti social is giving up on the internet and living in the

woods. Think about all of us who lived in the 80-90s, not much internet. When we wanted to get a

point across or tell people about a candidate, when we wanted to play a “game”, when we wanted to

chat with someone. We did so by either meeting up, asking them for dinner, meeting at the park or

local �eld to play. No one wants socializing to be face to face. They want it to be all online, via phone,

facebook, emails, texts, etc. maybe we just need to start talking with people face to face and this

would de�nitely slow their agenda down. Imho
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Lizschneider53

The thing is.. how do we really know whom or what to believe anymore! I know alot of people who think

like me! Like how do we know if this 'shadow gate' �lm isn't just another psyops?!!.. I think it's just another

tactic to keep us divided!! ..
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WillCat

I agree completely and this story could be a perfect example. Clearly we all are subject to

manipulation and control for fun and pro�t by big tech and the national security establishment. Then

add the trials of #45 to spice up the narrative and you think up is down and down is up.
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Cabochon

Good point, Liz. My all time favourite cartoon is one depicting the Amish being asked how come they

are not affected by the “plandemic”. The reply was “we don’t have television” - the implication being,

that without the media, nobody would even know about the supposed pandemic. Mainstream media

became a weapon of war. That virtual cabin in the woods now looks ever more attractive. Without the

world wide web, the whole psyops agenda would be a non-starter. Poor old Adolf had only radio,

newspapers, public marches and thuggery to enforce his ideology. Divide and rule, divide and conquer,

fear-mongering about anything from deadly viruses to climate change will keep the population

controlled, compliant and confused. But the best weapon of all is lies. The mantra “keeping you safe”

is everywhere from banking websites to railway stations. www.youtube.com/watch
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whatamaroon

I was sick and tired and exhausted trying to �gure out the truth from the lies. I came across a systems

science course which I completed to satisfy a personal development goal for my employer, but it

turned out to be quite an eye-opening experience, an epiphany of sortso. What I learned is that

system's science is what the shadow government uses to effectively manipulate people. People like

Kissinger and Soros use systems science. Soros wrote the re�exivity theory that is a detailed account

of how systems work. Once you understand the principles of a dumb vs.

smart system, you can no longer be fooled. It becomes crystal clear and it is elegantly simple. The

shadow government uses a smart system composed of 9 parts. One of the key parts to understand is

"disturbance" because that is the psyop part you refer to. The elegant part of system's science is how

it breaks things downs into their component parts in a scienti�c, non-emotional way, to reveal the

truth. Truth = Freedom from the mind-f&^k psyops. There is a way to ferret out the truth from the lies

and once you see it, you cannot unsee it.
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caws

Whatamaroon, Thanks for this .I too am exhausted and tired of losing friends and watching people die

unnecessarily. This course you mentioned can be found on the internet. Of course if you go back to

the master; Edward Bernays, & his infamous book Propaganda ; this helps perspective.Everything I

see or hear in the news or online I question and that is "who stands to bene�t the most from this?"

Always follow the money and try to teach your children & grands how to think analytically & not just

react or believe everything they hear or their friends believe.
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Fred Glass

Lizschneider53, I agree with your suspicion that this "Shadow Gate" so called documentary is a fake

for the following reasons: 1. It is full of generalities without evidence. 2. The narrative talk is

interspersed with irrelevant video snips and background music meant to support an emotional

response. 3. There is something �shy about the practiced demeanor of the two whistle blowers, Tore

and Patrick. 4. None of the assertions are backed up by evidence. Could be as you write that this a

false �ag psyops tactic.  Disappointing that the comments so far were so positive about this �lm.
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rrealrose

As a good example, recently posted on Twitter X - about Narrative Scaffolding - - the term for posting

information to support a speci�c narrative and having it repeated across a lot of platforms; not long

after, it becomes part of the narrative (thus the name, duh!). Interesting examples are shown as was

used against us during covid. Reposted by Brett Weinstein and explained in a series of tweets by

Alexandros Marinos below: x.com/.../1771320028585152705  - click the tweet and scroll down.
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Big�etch

All laid out in Stan Deyo' s " Cosmic Conspiracy " Ex CIA in early 70s He was " banished " to my home State

of West Australia. Been following events since then including the war on public health ( been a multi gym

owner and �tness adviser since then) All going to plan. Just discovered the most informed individual

since then, Dr Courtney Brown. Amazing and accurate information of the most advanced details, including

Alien interaction. Explains it all.
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Cabochon

We are way ahead in Thought Police activity here in the UK. From April 1st (All Fools Day) it will become

illegal to think wrongly even in the privacy of your own home, which of course is not private anyway,

depending on Alexa, Facebook and your personal internet devices. Local police have received training on

how to deal with the heinous crime of voicing an opinion, just when we thought the Snow�ake generation

were growing up and learning how not to be offended by words. Meanwhile, real crime investigation such

as burglary is said to be at an all time low, as police are overwhelmed arresting egg carrying bystanders at

Royal processions. Not clear who will report you to the police for wrong-think - your own kids perhaps?

Shades of Nahzism everywhere. Should I report (retrospectively) Humza’s rant against white people,

which Musk described as “blatantly racist”? https://youtu.be/NcqOE6sspmA . “Quitting Facebook is a

simple enough affair. Just cancel your account.” Not so, I’m afraid. Having “cancelled” my account several

decades ago, I still receive noti�cations of content from other members whose accounts are linked to my

email address. Bottom line - your account cannot be cancelled unless you change your identity, email

address etc. www.legislation.gov.uk/.../introduction;  www.scottishlegal.com/articles/police-scotland-

readies-itself-for-acti..
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Katy69

Wow, who needs shadow government, when you already have the Nahzis in power? How did this b.s.

get passed by what a well-known comedian called “a wee pretendy parliament”, let alone this bonkers

legislation being approved by royal assent? I hope the police do come to my abode with a search

warrant. I will be pleased to inform them and show damning evidence and a long list what I am

offended by:- (1) I am offended by two unelected leaders in power (elected only by their comrades)

whose culture is at odds with that of their constituents, one of whom is openly racist, the other an

associate of an openly hostile NGO whose main agenda is depopulation.

(2) I am offended by a series threatening and abusive letters from a branch of government known as

the Licensing Authority on behalf of British Broadcasting Coroporation because I do not have a licence

to watch television. (3) I am offended by my local government authority turning a once beautiful city

centre into a tourist theme park, hamburger joint, tacky fun fair, discouraging tax-paying local

residents from the city centre (4) I am offended by written penalties in the unrelenting efforts of local

UK governments to criminalise and penalise bona �de motorists who have paid their road tax and

ensured their vehicles are roadworthy.

(5) I am offended by local government building control riding roughshod over well organised petitions

to stop over-concentration of student apartment blocks. (6) I am offended by the �rst Minister of

Scotland’s racist rant against white people. White lives matter. (7) I am offended by uncontrolled

immigration and allocation of resources to illegal immigrants. (8) I am offended by the in�ltration of

governments by NGOs. Need I go on?
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ellivoc

Another UK person, luckily I think my whole family are on the same wave length, just don't dare tell me

I have winter white viking skin that needs a lot of sun to go brown. Going on the sunbed to get this My

best friend married a Nigerian in the 1950's, NO PROBS THERE. He was a great bloke, he died recently.
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LongTallTexan

Germany is leading the way back to the Fourth Reich

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

rrealrose

Yes, Cabochon, not easy getting off of FB. Much easier to �nd alternate search engines. This is for

you and everyone: Ivor Cummins posted this 2 days ago, gets into details with a British accent, behind

the climate hoax (while billions of dollars already squandered in Chinese manufactured goods,

nevermind carbon taxes aimed to destroy the economies of all developed nations,), covers "there is no

climate emergency: issue from the view of top scientists on both sides of the pond, "Free Movie Time:

Superb watch and explains EVERYTHING on Climate!" - - youtu.be/p4vSMj4R5Rg  - - takes time to

digest. 77k views already, others have posted on Bitchute and maybe Rumble. Over the weekend.
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Cabochon

Thanks, rrealrose. The link to the Climate b.s. movie has appeared on various websites and I had

included it in my reply to Lizschneider53 below. But the more the merrier! if as many as possible view

it. The climate lie is the basis for all other lies about your “carbon footprint”, CO2 driving climate

change, Nut Zero and all the other made up “science” that is swallowed by the gullible and

misinformed hangers on wishing to keep in with the establishment as well as of course the

supermarkets etc trying to make an extra buck or two. When you tell a lie, you must make it a really

big one in order to capture the majority. I was horri�ed to �nd it is accepted by some very in�uential

companies/educators selling natural health products, but I suspect they are just following the

narrative to keep o�cialdom happy and off their backs. Let’s spread the link far and wide. I will be

sending it to the IPCC for starters.
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MoMac46

Cabochon and Katy69 - oh you are so correct - I too am so offended by Humaz Scotland's unelected

�rst minister ruining Scotland with his rants laws and new Hate Law coming into force in April. Also

the UK government's unelected Prime Minister ignoring the suffering of the vaccine injured and all the

other misdeeds the politicians are responsible for, but never held to account. The UK King a member

of the WEF pushing the New World Order. i am offended by the poverty caused by the Covidcon19

expenditure. Their war against the farmers. And so it goes on and on.
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qpd2934

The system has been corrupt since 1861 at least. We lost our republic when the southern states seceded

and it has never been restored. The big question is, who or what is behind this grand conspiracy? It

obviously controls a massive number of people. In my opinion, the best way to oppose it is to not

participate, or participate as little as possible. We cannot vote our way out of this.
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Country_Me

It is so hard to understand how so many people believe everything the major news media says no matter

how much of it is proven wrong! And it's not just the major news. Some Independent channels that use to

talk about how much of what the news media tells us is not true or not the full context given that NOW

believes what comes out of the major news especially about Covid and seems to be great fans of them

now. You would think once it was proven that they were wrong telling us the vaccines stops transmission

and people can't get the virus if they get the vaccine would wake more people up but too many still think

all was right with the vaccines.

Even Trump still talks about how great it is. Not the only reason I don't support him but sure is one of

them. I am not a Biden supporter, either. My vote goes to the one that has fought corp corruption for

MANY YEARS AND WON! Nope, he's not perfect and I don't agree with him on everything but that record

tells me Kennedy, Jr. will do what he says and what he says most of it I agree with.
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Guillermou

A correct vote. A great independent president is needed to �ght for freedom. As long as we have the

lobbies there will be corruption. The rules of the game have not changed much, in fact they have been

strengthened: in�uencing so that the information is what �ts the pharmaceutical lobby and dictating

laws that bene�t those in power. Therefore, any interest group longs to hire those who achieve

“results.” People who dedicate their lives to seeking political rents represent an enormous opportunity

cost. The most important lobbies correspond to in�uential economic sectors. We know a lot about the

health/pharmaceutical lobby: one of the items with the highest spending in any public budget is

Health and it is where corruption is caught with transfers of large sums of money as we are seeing

with the “vaccines” in the decisions of the mandates and recommendations and as has been seen in

many decades with drugs and all types of medications while alternative medicines were evicted by the

Rockefeller school.

Large technology and media companies contribute to and manage the advancement of society, with

enormous amounts of money to invest and managing billions of data. Not only do they cause

tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of the time sabotage the market and

competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to the material progress of society.

Lobbies try to in�uence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their work

consists not so much in directly pressuring, but in generating a state of opinion in society that causes

political authorities to be inclined to what they want. they look for. In short, the function of these

lobbies, their business, is to remove those at the bottom to give the money to those at the top. It is

clear that the way corporations in�uence our US government is having a terrible effect on the health

of humanity.
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caws

40+ years to be exact. Your are right ;it is what they do & not what they say. RFK jr knows the political

games and has fought the corporations successfully for the bene�t of the people.He is �t and sharp

minded and pulls no punches. Nobody really likes either choice we have for this election which is why

we want to overturn the apple cart and give people another choice by getting Bobby on the ballot in all

�fty states. I am collecting signatures in SC which is a red state but most of those under age 45 are

excited to support him which is encouraging. We can all do this if we get involved even a little bit.

Biden will not give him secret service protection despite several attempts on his life already so he is

also brave to do this but feels it is his duty. The establishment [deep state] is terri�ed of him. You

cannot even mention his name or website on any social media or yahoo comment boards or you are

banned; truth be damned.
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wwooten

With technology the censorship has increased, but the power structure has always employed propaganda

and censorship to maintain power.RFK jr talks about how in the �fties and sixties everything was better we

had real democracy. He sees the assassination of Kennedy as a turning point. Well Linus Pauling was way

before Kennedy . When he was demonstrating against the testing of the nuclear bombs he had his

passport taken away. Linus Pauiing was one of the few men to recieve two Nobel Prizes on his own , no

collaborators. Well I knew someone who was Walter Cronkite's assistant and he told me he was sitting

next to Walter Chronite when Walter Chronkite told in a braodcast to the CBS a�liates "Don't let Pauling on

the air , if you do you will be droped from the network".

Linus Pauling started ortho molecular medicine way before Doctor Mercola ever got on the internet. It is

now called functional medicine. In Japan they know their history and they have 30,000 ortho molecular

medicine doctors. In this counry there are less than 500. Again many of Paulings concepts (no drugs)

have been talen over by functional medicine doctors Walter Chronkite was called the most trusted man in

America _ what a joke.

Every newspaper in the country supported the war in Viet Nam . The lie was only exposed when I F Stone

published how the Unites States provoked the War in the Bay Of Tonkin incident. Stone got the Pulitzer

Prize for his work. Numerous books have been written about the proganda and censorship in the past. The

only difference is now the media is more consolidated and the technology is much more powerful
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Swilliam

@wwooten, great post.
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panotx

as a longtime follower of Dr. Pauling, I agree completely.....Cronkite was a globalist shill and perfected

the art of msm lying....

 Posted On 03/25/2024

 

wwooten

Don't be fooled by the deep state hates trump. Probably everything in the documentry is basicaly true but

this is not the top of the food chain . Remember the game is divide and conquer so Trump is perfect as he

has divided America more than ever. He talked against vaccines in his debate and he brought in RFK jr but

he had to bow to the higher power. So he brings in Bill Gates (Gates Is not the higher power) and in the end

he had military ready to deploy the vaccine at Warp Speed. The Deep State referred to in the documentry is

just another pawn.

The banking cartel has been trying to destroy America ever since the revolutionary war. We have all been

brain washed with no taxation without representation, but check it out - what was last act decreed by

England before the revolutionary war? it was the currency act, which forbade the colonies from printing

their own money. Printing people's money backed only by taxes always results in war or assassination .

The British captured american sailors to cause the War of 1812 and then in chaos a central Bank was

formed.

Andrew Jackson destroyed the central bank by not renewing its charter. Andrew Jackson was

assassinated at point blank range. The guns blew up in the assassins hand. Lincoln print Greenbacks

money only backed by taxes and not central bank and you know what happened to him . This was not the

end. Presidents all the was from Gar�eld to McKinley oppossed a central bank. Gar�led and Mckinley

were both assassinated. Finally in 1913 a central bank was established in the US See Secrets Of the

Federal Reserve by Eustace Mullins ( Creature From Jekyll Isalnd is a ripoff of Mullins) But neither book

describes how Teddy Roosevelt was brought of retirement to split the vote and allow the Dupe Woodward

Willson to become president.

Under Wilson the federal Reserve was established. All through the 1800s the valus of an ounce of gold 10-

20 dollars. No in�ation. 1913 ounce gold $20 - today $2000 - Bank Cartel Destroyed US
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Swilliam

You are on a roll. Thank you for the information.

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

elle100

Excellent article. Terrifying to see all the information we've been researching the last 2-decades compiled

in one report, explained by �rsthand, knowledgeable people and presented by an excellent on-screen

individual personality. Thank you!
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sw.9421

Unfortunately, it's way bigger than our intelligence community in league with the Democrats starting with

Obama. It's ultimately all about power and control of the populace; witness all the authoritarian overreach

starting with the COVID lies and lockdowns which have ultimately corrupted our entire election process

with all mail in balloting, massive unregulated absentee voting and ballot harvesting. Big Business, in

general, is now in collusion with the Democrat Party. And that's why we now have a cabal between the

Democrats and Big Business; that the Democrats used to abhor.

And that's why we see so many big companies going "woke". Small businesses are being crushed by taxes

and government overreach and over regulation but the Big International Corporate businesses ( Coca

Cola, Pepsi, Starbucks, Hershey's, Nike, Disney, Amazon, Google, Meta etc., etc) get to keep their tax

breaks, their near monopolies and get all the cheap labor they can dream of from our completely open

border. If you don't believe me, just look at how the S&P 500 is doing in comparison to small businesses

and everyday America that is being crushed by in�ation.

In return, Big Business �nancially supports the Democrats and all their "woke" policies and agenda. So

now you see the Democrats moving towards complete control of the media and the �ow of information

while weaponizing the power of the state against the political opposition. That's the Chinese totalitarian

working model and the Democrats love it and are aggressively replicating it here.
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wareagle82

It’s not like Repubs are opposed. They may claim to be, but they don’t walk the talk.
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Country_Me

Lets remember who fast tracked those vaccines to start with AND said how "great" and "safe" they are.

Still talks good about them. That would be Trump. Many on both sides have the same corp donors! By

the way, I have never been a Dem. I did leave the Republican party and went Independent.

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

caws

They have been OPENLY talking about the "New World Order" since George Bush senior [former head

of the CIA and CFR member] was president. Look at the old speeches. Remember Kissinger [the

original author of the Great Reset and mentor to Klaus Schwab] was advisor to presidents since Nixon

; serving as secretary of state and other capacities.The 100 year old reptilian is gone but his evil vision

lives on; about to be fully rolled out after 60 years of preparation if we don't wake up and take action.

Eisenhower wasn't kidding about the military industrial complex and RFK jr wants to break the corrupt

corporate control of America which is why they are �ghting so hard to censor him.

BTW it is the military & globalists that are CREATING global warming [and sickness to boost pharma

pro�ts and depopulate the chosen] with the poisons & metals they are constantly spraying us with .

Check out the Dimming movie by Dane Wiggington who has been documenting this for decades.

Maybe that's where the trillions of $ the Pentagon can't account for went?

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

WillCat

Both red and blue are bought and paid for just a difference in marketing strategy.
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DebbyW

I voted in the primaries in my state. I would be away on vacation on the day, so I did "early" voting. It

used to be called an absentee ballot. I had to show my license and sign my form. The woman

compared my signatures. How does that get done with mail-in ballots? It doesn't. So anyone can steal

a ballot from someone not voting (or someone who goes in to vote, only to �nd out they already

"voted"). Or a bunch of ballots get printed up and dropped off with handwriting that matches across

many ballots. Why are we still doing mail-in ballots? The voters have a traditional option if they can't

make it in on the day. In some states, it's illegal, but they still do it.

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

kchagnard

The comments and responses here are fascinating. I can almost bet which main-stream sources are being

followed. I fear our takeover is being accomplished systematically on a much larger, darker, evil scale.

Steve and Guillermo addressed it more eloquently than I could.  I demonstratively call it: Shaking up the

Ant Jar. It works like a charm.

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

mzilavy

You got lost going down the rabbit hole Mercola. US politics is irrelevant and a smokescreen hiding the

real evil who controls this deep state and more... The world's controlling evil elite who want a totalitarian

one-world government.
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Zoltannovax

Thank you, Dr. Mercola for featuring the groundbreaking work of Ms. Millicent - so true, so scary, and so

psychotic what the shadow state is doing to all of us. After watching it several times and committing

almost the entire screenplay to memory, I decided to try my functional medicine team’s potent IV chelation

cocktail of 2,3-dimercaptopropanesulfonic acid (DMPS), dimercaptosuccinic acid, thiamine

tetrahyrofurfuryl, alpha lipoic acid (ALA), and quetiapine fumarate to remove all of the COVID-19 vaccine-

introduced heavy metal transmitters in my blood and cerebrospinal �uid. They think it should stop all the

direct cortical transmissions and 5G effects, and I can only hope that this will be available to everyone

here as an oral supplement sometime soon.

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

foveola

Voting out the RINOs in Congress would be a great help.

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

epi-cure

Russia, Russia, Russia. Russia, Russia, Russia. Two stories. One about Russia (I've never seen Mike Benz

so emotional) www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/03/breaking-hunter-biden-was-involved-ci..  And the

other about . . . . . Russia . . . well, indirectly. tuckercarlson.com/uncensored-6/?

utm_medium=email&utm_source=na&..
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rrealrose

Yup, looks like they are going to stir up a war to divert attention away from the awareness that 30

million killed worldwide by the shots alone, and to stimulate economic growth before the fall election.

Wish this were not so however Martin Armstrong was predicting war starting this year, never posted

the latest interview link...

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

Anne53

The Democrats will do everything and anything to Prevent Donald J.Trump to win the next election. After

seeing this video, we all suspected that Trump did win the 2020 Election! Now we are certain that Donald

J. Trump Absolutely did win the 2020 Election! There is NO Way in Hell that Criminal Biden would get

81,000,000 votes! Americans are smart! There aren't 81,000,000 "Stupid" Americans who would vote for

Biden!!!

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

Martix

If you think the Orange Man will be the Savior, He is just a crude Ape homo erectus in the United

Humiliated States of Amerika
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DebbyW

Matrix, There were no wars started while Trump was in o�ce. What other president can say that? He

�xed our border. There are many other things he did, but they all got reversed the �rst day Biden

illegally took o�ce. Nobody is perfect, but Trump loves America and doesn't want the takeover that is

rolling out. We need incremental steps to return to the country we should be. It took a hundred years

to get here. It will take decades to turn it around.

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

bdmatt

You can also �nd a dramatization of this information in episode 6 (My Struggle II) of the X-Files Event

Series (a.k.a. Season 10)!!! Stay tuned in Season 11 (a.k.a. Event Series II)! The truth is STILL out there!

Thank you, Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

drmdliebau

You're starting to sound a lot like a MAGA Trumper Doc!
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wareagle82

At this point, �lms like serve more to con�rm what people suspect than to inform them. The ones who

need the wake up call refuse to pick up the phone.
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EasyCell

It's all a deception. If Trump wasn't part of it, he would be dead - just like Kennedy. They want you to

remain a part of politics and believe that he is some kind of savior.

 Posted On 03/28/2024

 

alanson

Sounds very promising, posibsible investigation in the UK on vaccine contracts by prime minister Rishi

sunak x.com/.../1761393940874293335

 Posted On 03/26/2024

 

bchristine

The link "Seven Tips to Optimize Identity Protection" does not work. I have tried it several x on different

computers with my blocker off.

 Posted On 03/24/2024

 

LinnyG

A couple of questions/inquires. Is Alphabet(dot)com -- the parent company of Google obviously off limits,

correct? I noticed Microsoft isn't mentioned. Is it because there's no getting around not being able to avoid

them? And the Tips for Privacy graphic when clicked on states: "404 Not Found The resource requested

could not be found on this server! Powered By Fileburst". So how can I/we access them Dr. Mercola?

Thank you
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joero_

What is a voice command alternative to Siri that does not use Google?

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

Suzicreamcheese

Sounds as if the internet can 'hoist' its 'managers' 'up their own petards'....

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

Suzicreamcheese

So sad that many within this dod/nsa, et al industry carry on doing what they're doing even once they've

found out what damage it is doing...how low will they let themselves go before they see how wrong they

are? How long before they realise that the same methods being used on the general public to achieve

whichever foul ends sought, are and will be used on them also. Sad, sad, sad!

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

epi-cure

These guys are on the right path. An all new Congress, wouldn't that be chaotic? Really? Any more chaotic

than it already is? :- )  www.youtube.com/watch
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dayodaao325gmail.com

The link for the VPN information leads to a "404 Error".

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

rrealrose

Have a funny/inspirational story about Twitter X. As soon as Dr. Mary Bowden tweeted the win against the

FDA on Tuesday or Wednesday, with the court forcing the FDA to take down their falsi�ed Iverm. info,

strange articles showed up about how going into the sun will cause cancer, how Ivermectin is dangerous,

and a sad story about recent measles outbreaks (showing a 1970s photo of a kid with chicken pox).

Looked and felt like an IQ test of twitter readers. Many MDs and independent reporters jumped on these

tweets to point out their silly advice. Community notes also went rogue, often inaccurately posting

information under different topics, causing a few good laughs. Appears the paid trolls lost, at least for

now.

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

Suzicreamcheese

Love your info Shows what 'twits' these trolls etc. are!

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

rrealrose

Nearly forgot: one point was spending a day in the sun was bad for your heart! Another one was:

Intermittent fasting damages your heart. Sometimes its too funny for words!
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epi-cure

Hello rose. I heard somewhere, it might have been from the CDC or a medical expert, that having a

heart is bad for one's heart. I thought we were winding down in Ukraine and now the new budget calls

for "An additional $300-$500 MILLION . . . . " for Ukraine. It didn't specify whether it was for payoffs or

laundering :- )

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

SomeMo888

One more, rose - Vitamin D overdose, taking Vitamin D is bad, lol!
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BicycleBoy

When it comes to marketing your services and products it is not easy to abandon Facebook and Google.

What are the viable alternates?

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

bdmatt

I use Duck Duck go. I've read recently that it's not as private as in the past, but there's a more recent

option as well. You can try "BRAVE" as an alternative search engine.
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LongTallTexan

and now we have - Climate the Movie - which is certain to be banned as it completely debunks the climate

scare which is just another effort to manipulate people to give up their freedoms - well worth the watch -

www.climatethemovie.net/home

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

Middlekens

If anyone has ever read science �ction, this is not unexpected.

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

Usaisnotok

So not Mercola is pro trump???wow

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

knifeman

One out the biggest scare tactics being used right now is cognitive decline and Alzheimer’s. The news is

trying hard to make everyone fear it. Ironic that the �rst free article at the end is this is how to slow

memory decline.
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chesebroughd

It IS too late. Sorry. There won't be anything except agenda 21/30.

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

Suzicreamcheese

NOT SO!

 Posted On 03/23/2024

 

rleedc

I think we can "take control of our health" and omit any politics on this website. Especially if it favors one

party. It's upsetting to research supplements and read about Trump!
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